Introduction

Pancreatoduodenectomy (PD) has its indication of radical intent in the treatment of peripancreatic malignant tumors as cephalopancreatic neoplasia, distal cholangiocarcinoma or ampuloma. PD managing to provide a 5-year survival of 31.4% for tumors diagnosed in stage I and only 2.8% for stage IV with a median of 24.1 and 4.5 months respectively (1). In patients with unresectable adenocarcinoma 5-year survival reach only 0.6% for stage IV with a median survival of 2.5 months and 3.8% for stage I with a median of 6.8 months. Radical resection is the only chance for patients with this tumor. Unfortunately only 15-20% of them are suitable for it.

Mortality of this type of resection has intermediate risk to compare to total pancreatectomy with highest and to distal pancreatectomy with lowest risk. Retrospective review from a prominent high volume cancer center revealed 30-day mortality rates of 4.9% in the 1980s, 1.5% in the 1990s and 1.3% in the 2000s (2). By the Nationwide Inpatient Sample for 1994-1999 Birkmeyer et al. demonstrated wide variation in perioperative mortality based on hospital volume: 17.6% for low volume compared to 3.8% for high volume (3).

Complications after PD affect a large part of patients and include a variety of clinical entities—internal (as pneumonia, cardiovascular events, infection and others) as well as surgical [bleeding, pancreatic fistula (PF), postoperative pancreatitis (PP), infection-sepsis and others]. The high rate of complications is due to multiple factors as comorbidity, technical complexity of the operation, frail patient population and remains as high as 31-60% (4).

The aim of this review is to present the occurrence of PF and PP, the possibilities of their differentiation and some aspects of treatment after PD as well as to present some aspects of the possibilities to differentiate PH and PP in our retrospective study.
Pancreatic fistula (PF)

PF is the most feared complication after PD, being considered the “Achilles’ heel” of this procedure (5). In spite of previous studies with outstanding results with almost no need for reoperation (6), actual rate of PF grade “C”—severe—(7) requiring operative re-intervention varies between 5% and 20% with mortality rate nearly 40% (8).

Definition

There is no universally accepted definition of PF. Most of them rely on amylase content of the effluent from intraabdominal drain. International study group of PF (ISGPF) organized by Bassi et al. (7) extended definition to standardizing of postoperative treatment by the adoption and by the modification the definition based on clinical impact on the patient hospital course and the outcome and graded PF into A, B, C. The grading was based on nine clinical criteria: patient’s condition, use of specific treatment, US and/or CT findings, persistent drainage >3 weeks, reoperation, signs of infection, sepsis, readmissions and death. Strasberg et al. proposed intraabdominal collection with hemorrhage and peritonitis are also the result of PF (9) (Table 1).

Risk factors for PF

Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that none of the general risk factors as age, gender, history of jaundice, preoperative nutrition, type of resection and the length of postoperative stay seemed to be associated with PH (10,11). Two intraoperative risk factors—pancreatic duct size and parenchyma texture of the remnant pancreas—were found to be significantly associated with PF. Pancreatic duct size >3 mm means only 4.88% of PF, and 38.1% in pancreatic duct size <3 mm respectively. PH rate was less than 3% in hard pancreatic tissue meanwhile in soft tissue reached more than 32%. French multicentric retrospective survey on PD for ductal adenocarcinoma found that a soft pancreatic parenchyma, the absence of preoperative diabetes, pancreaticojejunostomy and low volume centers were independent risk factors for PF (12). Although anastomotic technique was not a significant factor, PH rate was much less in cases of duct-to-mucosa pancreaticojejunostomy (10,13,14). On the other hand PH risk score for prediction of clinically-relevant PH after PD reflected intraoperative blood loss (13). There are other factors apart from technical consideration, of which increased intraoperative blood loss—more advanced stages of disease requiring portal or superior mesenteric vein resection, patient obesity, jaundice associated coagulopathy and others (11).

Moreover careful consideration should be given to the larger pancreatic stumps, wide pancreatic remnant mobilization, and the duct decentralization on the stump in anteroposterior axis (15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Any deviation from the normal postoperative course without the need for pharmacologic treatment or surgical, endoscopic, and radiologic interventions. Allowed therapeutic regimens include: drugs as antiemetics, antipyretics, analgetics, diuretics, electrolytes, and physiotherapy. This grade of complication applies to patients with fistula whose only change in management other than use of allowed drugs in maintenance of the drain until the fistula has dried up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Requiring pharmacological treatment with drugs other than such allowed for grade 1 complications. Blood transfusions and total parenteral nutrition are also included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Requiring surgical, endoscopic, or radiologic (invasive) intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Intervention not under general anesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>Intervention under general anesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Life-threatening complication (including CNS complications) requiring IC/ICU management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>Single organ dysfunction (including dialysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>Multiorgan dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Death of a patient with PAF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CNS, central nervous system; IC, intermediate care; ICU, intensive care unit; PAF, pancreatic anastomosis failure.
Preventive measures

Occlusion of pancreatic duct
To prevent complications following PD especially the development of PF various techniques of managing the pancreatic remnant have been proposed (11). Occlusion of the pancreatic duct (chemical occlusion or simple duct ligation) compared with pancreaticojejunostomy there is no significant difference found in the postoperative complications, mortality and exocrine insufficiency. Moreover there were significantly more patients with diabetes mellitus in the duct occlusion group. So there is no evidence to show that pancreaticojejunostomy can be replaced by pancreatic duct occlusion (16).

Pancreaticogastrostomy
Four RCTs comparing pancreaticogastrostomy to pancreaticojejunostomy have failed to show any significant difference regarding to PF ratio, postoperative complications or mortality (17-20). The type of anastomotic fashion plays no role for the risk of PF. Results of one RCT has showed significantly lower rate and severity of PF after pancreaticogastrostomy compared to pancreaticojejunostomy (21). A prospective RCT by Bassi et al. revealed no significant difference in PF ratio between duct-to-mucosa anastomosis and single layer end-to-side pancreaticojejunostomy (22). The use of isolated Roux-en-Y pancreaticojejunostomy cannot prevent the development of PF formation (20,23).

Total pancreatectomy
Total pancreatectomy allows not only more extensive lymphadenectomy and decreases the risk of positive resection margins but also obviates a leak from pancreatic anastomosis. This type of procedures is however associated with the development of diabetes mellitus, decreasing of immunity and loss of pancreatic exocrine function. So indication for total pancreatectomy is not corresponding to routine treatment of localized ductal adenocarcinoma of the head of pancreas (24).

Based on the current evidence it is unclear whether drainage of pancreatic duct with a stent (internal or external) can reduce PF rate (25,26).

Pharmacologic prevention
There were optimistic results of the multicentric study regarding to the role of Octreotide in the prevention of postoperative complications following pancreatic resection from the 90’s showing reducing of the occurrence of the typical postoperative complications (27). Current single-center, randomized, double-blind trial of perioperative subcutaneous pasireotide in patients undergoing either PD or distal pancreatectomy showed similar results. Authors presented that the perioperative treatment with pasireotide decreased the rate of clinically significant postoperative PF, leak, or abscess (28).

According to the actual literature the administration of Octreotide by principle is not recommended but only in the case of low consistency pancreatic parenchyma or when intraoperative handling of the pancreatic stump is more aggressive (10). Somatostatin administration may have reduced the pancreas edema, protected the normal tissues and improved the anastomosis quality, but on a daily basis, the abdominal drainage fluid is not affected without any difference between preoperative and postoperative use (29). Moreover there is no statistical difference in the incidence of PF between the patients who received the prophylactic use of octreotide after surgery and the patients who did not somatostatin therapy (30).

Drain removal and other preventions
There is no standard regarding to the best time when the intraabdominal drain should be removed. The most surgeons indicate drainage removal once the output of amylase-rich fluid is low (31). Until now, there has been no consensus on the optimal timing of the removal of prophylactic drainage after pancreatic surgery in general. The similar situation is associated with poor or no agreement to the type of nutrition, use of antibiotics, imaging strategy and hospital discharge (32).

Treatment approaches
The current treatment depends on the grade of PF. It is noteworthy that 70% of PH resolves spontaneously (33). The best strategy for the management of PF is still highly debated. Actual rate of PF grade C requiring a relaparotomy varies between 5-20% even in experienced center with mortality rate as high as 39% (4,8). Different strategies include both preservation of the pancreatic remnant and a completion pancreatectomy (34). Pancreatectomy avoids further PF but leads to complete pancreatic insufficiency and to “brittle” diabetes (35). Preserving approach—debridement and drainage of the pancreatic region or resection the dehiscent jejunal loop followed by the occlusion of the main pancreatic duct—is technically easier.
and has the advantage of maintaining pancreatic function but on the other hand leads to the risk of a persistent PH. Balzano et al. presented better results with completion pancreatectomy with splenectomy in the case of PH grade C with autologous islet transplantation reducing the metabolic consequences of total pancreatectomy (36). Moreover there is experience with other methods—the conversion to pancreaticogastrostomy and the bridging stent technique but without evidence whether drainage of the pancreatic duct with a stent can reduce PF rate after PD (37). Finally there is also the experience with resection of dehiscent jejunal loop and drainage of pancreatic region followed by gastrosturostomy (38).

**Acute postoperative pancreatitis (PP)**

PP is a less frequent but very serious surgical complication with often fatal results. It is most often seen following surgery on the pancreas itself, but in rare cases has also been described after surgical procedures on organs very distant from the pancreas. The occurrence of PP according to Carter from 1956 depends upon the following condition (39): mechanical injury direct to the pancreas and especially to the pancreatic ducts, vascular conditions, spasm of the sphincter of Oddi and stagnation of duodenal contents.

The incidence of PP reported in the literature is approximately 8-10%, following PD ranges from 1.9-50% (40). But to analyze PP ratio by literature is difficult: PP is mostly not evaluated as a separate complication of PD but in the range of PH (40). Contrary to acute pancreatitis with 5-15% mortality, the mortality of PP is more than 30% (41).

**Diagnosis**

PP is clinically defined as abdominal pain which develops during the postoperative course with a concurrent two- to three-fold increase in the levels of specific pancreatic enzymes in the blood. A non-standard postoperative course accompanied by pain, distension of the abdominal muscles, prolonged paralytic ileus and cloudy, often brownish, discharge from the drains may signify developing PP (26,42,43). Evaluation may however be complicated by the development of benign postoperative hyperamylasemia and the subjective perception of postoperative pain. Clinical symptoms may be hidden, especially if the patient remains under analgosedation, or even on artificial lung ventilation, after a long operation with greater blood loss. The first warning sign of the development of PP may be progressive circulatory instability, especially in patients with replenished blood supply (26). Early diagnosis of PP based on clinical and laboratory results is very difficult from standard currently performed examinations, as is the evaluation of preoperative findings during reoperation, especially after a longer interval from the primary operation.

Nonetheless a similar condition may also be caused by other postoperative complications. In a study by Wilson et al. (44) which clinically evaluated the postoperative course PP was only diagnosed at autopsy in 10 of 11 cases. Operative findings on revision also do not always correlate with the results of laboratory and imaging examinations.

Pancreatic leak from PJA or PGA and peripancreatic abscess may be clinical signs of PP. They may however also develop due to technical error during sewing of the anastomosis, where edge necrosis may occur in an otherwise undisturbed glandular parenchyma. During surgical revision in a postoperatively changed terrain, pathological changes in the remaining pancreas and its surroundings are often difficult to evaluate due to signs of superficial tissue digestion and the presence of necrosis, which develop due to digestion by activated pancreatic juice. Postoperative changes in cases of PP may easily be misinterpreted for signs of PP and vice-versa.

Regarding laboratory analysis, in addition to values of amylase, lipase and trypsin levels, Büchler et al. also favors analysis of CRP and calcium levels (45). In recent years, diagnosis of PP has most often been reliant on CRP level along with the result of spiral contrast CT examination, where necrotic changes in the parenchyma are evaluated according to the Balthazar classification (46). In accordance with current literary findings, CRP levels best reflect the development and course of the disease. In contrast, CT examination performed prior to surgical revision has not shown to be beneficial in terms of evaluating changes in the pancreatic gland.

**Treatment approaches**

PJA disconnection and drainage procedures during surgical revision after PD in cases of PP are usually insufficient and do not lead to a better prognosis. An appropriate, although risky, solution during early revision with suspicion of PP is a completion pancreatectomy with splenectomy. However, after late revisions in an operating field devastated by pancreatitis, the mortality of patients after completion pancreatectomy nears 100%, according to most authors (47,48). Is it desirable to proceed with the completion
pancreatectomy soon after the primary procedure (34)? However to perform a completion pancreatectomy in a patient with PF type C may be an unwarranted procedure, unjustifiably risky with subsequent significant worsening of quality of life. Early diagnosis of PP may therefore be a key moment in the treatment of PH type C in patients after PD.

Base on the current literature, very few firm statements can be made: the criteria for drain removal, imaging strategy and timing of hospital discharge in patients with PF remain unclear (31). In the case of PP after PD treatment strategy is unclear yet and available standard is lacking.

**Our own experience**

We retrospectively evaluated the postoperative clinical course, and radiological and laboratory data of 7/160 patients underwent PD in the period of 2007-2011 in our institution for ductal adenocarcinoma of the head of pancreas and died during primary hospitalization because of PF type C with autopsy findings of PP in four cases (49). We compared this group of 4 (2.5%) patients to the group of 10 (6.25%) patients with only a pancreatic leak type C and 12 (7.5%) patients with an uncomplicated clinical course. None of the patients with PP survived. We found significantly higher levels of serum pancreatic amylase on the 1st postoperative day (POD) in 3 of these patients compared to the other groups. Significantly increasing levels of CRP during the first five POD were observed in 75% of these patients. Retrospectively analyzed contrast CT scans up to the 5th POD did not show PP. Only one patient had findings of PP type E according to Balthazar on CT scan performed on the 9th POD.

**Results commentary**

A basic aim of our study was to confirm or rule out a diagnosis of PP in the interval from the primary surgical procedure to the surgical revision, with respect to our standard type of surgical procedure (disconnection and closure of the feature stump and peripancreatic drainage). Our retrospective evaluation showed that we were mistaken in almost half of the patients. Subsequent decision to perform a disconnection of the pancreatojejunostomy with drainage of the resected area with planned external PF did not reflect the current view on treatment of this complication. This error, in both diagnosis and type of surgical revision, has also been presented by other authors, who came to very similar conclusions based on retrospective analyses (50,51). Completion pancreatectomy can be of significant benefit when performed as soon as possible after diagnosis of potentially fatal PP (52). The longer the interval between primary operation and surgical revision, the lower the chance of performing completion pancreatectomy without endangering the life of the patient. Due to the gradual postoperative development of inflammatory peripancreatic infiltrate, the procedure becomes intolerable for the patient. In any case, the decision to perform completion pancreatectomy is very difficult for the surgeon.

In our set of patients who died in direct association with a serious postoperative pancreatic leak from the pancreatojejunostomy, PP occurred in 4 out of 7 cases (57%) based on autopsy histological findings. All of these patients were suspected of having PP based on macroscopic findings during revision surgery.

If we retrospectively evaluate our patient group and our reaction to the obtained values—markers—of PF, it is necessary to state that we rather underestimated the increasing values and was of the opinion that the values reflect developing pancreatic leak and that we have time and will observe the patient. We evidently missed the opportunity to perform early surgical revision and remove the remaining pancreas.

Another discovery was the evaluation of the postoperative finding on the remaining pancreas. We attributed superficial necroses to developing PP; autopsy findings, however, did not confirm PP. Evidently these were superficial changes caused by digestion of pancreatic tissue by activated pancreatic juice from PJA dehiscence. In accordance with other authors, we do not consider feature soft biopsy to be of value.

Prior CT examinations did not describe structural changes in the pancreas in any of the four cases of autopsy-confirmed PP, not even on retrospective evaluation.

The results of our retrospective study confirmed the following:

(I) An abrupt increase in values of serum amylase and CRP from the 1st POD to 5th POD is indicative of the development of PP following PD for ductal adenocarcinoma;

(II) CT examination may not be beneficial in diagnosing this complication;

(III) When life-threatening PP is diagnosed, a completion pancreatectomy is recommended. The decision depends on the surgeon’s experience;

(IV) In some patients, PP may not be confirmed on biopsy or autopsy; changes on the remaining pancreas may only be superficial, caused by digestion of activated pancreatic juice leaking from dehiscence of the pancreatojejunostomy.
Cost of pancreatic fistula (PF)

Patients who experience any complications after pancreatic surgery are associated with a three-fold increase in costs over those without complications (53). It is of note that one of the most serious postoperative surgical complications is PF type C either as a consequence or independently from PP. The hospital stay of these patients is significantly longer than that of patients without PF (53). A median total cost of the treatment depends on the type of PF: A, B and C—100%, 170%, 620% respectively. There is no significant difference in total cost between patients without PF and with PF type A (54).

Conclusions

The most serious complication after PD is PF type C, either as a consequence or independently from PP. Differentiating between these two types of complications is difficult. Meantime PF type C is indication to operative revision with mostly drainage procedure which is obviously not much technically demanding, there are no definite guidelines on how to proceed in PP. Therefore the surgeon’s experience determines not only whether PP will be diagnosed early enough and will be differentiated from PF without PP, but also whether a completion pancreatectomy will be performed in indicated cases.

Patients who experience any complications after pancreatic surgery are associated with a three-fold increase in costs over those without complications.
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